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Chapter 1 : Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance Trophy Guide - PS3 Trophies Forum
Metal Gear Rising Revengeance (or Metal Gear Revengeance) is a spin-off of the "Metal Gear Solid" series. Set four
years after the events of Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots, players take.

Run from cover to cover and slice those missiles before they get you. Then run to the wall, left of the Grad so
it can move back a little. From here, run in front of it and use heavy strikes to push it back. It will try to attack
you with its shield which is the perfect time to perform a counter-attack that will push it all the back initiating
its second phase. Counter-attack this to have the Grad kneel before you. Immediately, run past the boss and
focus on the second Grad to quickly damage it and slice it to pieces. Afterwards, quickly focus your attention
back on the first Grad and use the Sai to screw up its AI. Use quick strikes and then use the Sai again, if
necessary, to bring down the Grad once more. Equip Sai and Pincer blades Bosses: Monsoon Monsoon is one
of the most unpredictable fighters sometimes, and this battle requires quick reactions and lots of patience as
there are no checkpoints here. What we want is either option 1 or 3. In option 1, face Monsoon and parry the
attack, then quickly go on the offensive with quick slashes. In option 3, go on the offensive with quick slashes.
Monsoon will then do two things from here: If option 2, use the dodge slash move, but make sure to be
moving back when you do this. After he finishes his Sai attack move in for quick strikes. Usually, his smoke is
unavoidable so just parry all his attacks then wait for him to chase you down. Equip the Sai during his jumps
and then either slice up the mechs or run away. As soon as he lands, with your Sai fully charged, fling it at
Monsoon to dizzy him. Quickly switch to Pincer blades and then move in to blade mode his head off. Stand a
couple feet from his head and charge your pincers. When Monsoon re-forms, unleash the pincers to knock him
back. Equip the Sai again and then slice or outrun the mechs. Repeat the process of knocking him out,
knocking his head off, and then using your pincers. Monsoon will then launch a cluster of mechs at you. Block
the cluster twice and then slice it up in blade mode. Make sure you have the Sai on you at this point. Monsoon
will land and then start attacking your from a distance. I find it best to simply parry his first Sai, then run away
towards Monsoon, while the Sai attacks. Use your Sai when he retracts his and repeat previous steps.
Monsoon will throw more stuff at you, which at this point, should be outrun. Go to a corner so you face
Monsoon straight on then run in the opposite direction while jumping to avoid the explosive mechs. Head
back to the corner for the second wave of mechs and outrun them as well. Monsoon will attempt one final
game of Whack-A-Mole Extreme edition. Once again, run to the corner where you face him and then outrun
the mechs. Then one more round with the Sai and Pincers and Monsoon will be done. During the final pincer
attack, Monsoon may or may not attack and ruin your No-Damage bonus. Be careful in this crucial final part.
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Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance Game Guide & Walkthrough Cyborgs are cool! This guide for Metal Gear Rising
Revengeance is a detailed walkthrough for all the missions in the single player campaign mode, and also the Jetstream
Sam and Blade Wolf DLCs.

This is the first error which many faces after installing the game. Here setup is the not issue, but the problem
lies with game launch. This is very common for high end graphical games. I am going t list some fixes which
would help: Go ahead and update the latest gpu drivers of your system. You can find the same on the official
site of your gpu manufacturer. Download the latest drivers and then try to prelaunch the game. It is always
better to remove the older one. So that there must be no issue with crashing. Then add the new one. You have
to locate the drivers on the basis of your gpu model. The second reason for this kind of crash is Direct X. It is
very important for every game. If your system has an old or corrupt version then game will not work. Some
application also depends on it. So you have to add it back. It is free and available on Microsoft site for
download. Once a new version is installed in your system you will not face any startup issues. Remember that
this game is not supported on Windows XP. You have to play it on Windows Vista or Windows 7. Sometime
the game face issue due to User Account control. This is a kind of security service which blocks unwanted
application launch. So you can turn this thing off and then start the game once again. You can turn it on back
when required. But for the time being just shut it off. Click on it and you will see UAC window. You have to
move the slider own to disable that. And then try launching the game back. There is one more way to launch
the game other than clicking on the shortcut icon on the Desktop. This is C drive inside Program File folder.
There you have to find the folder of Need For Speed: Rivals and in that you can find the. Right click on that
and choose compatibility. In that you have to choose Disable Desktop composition and try back. Revengeance
Unable to Install: This is the most common issue that is faced by many of the gamers. They are not able to
play the game because of certain reasons. So here are some workaround that would resolve the matter: You
need to turn the suite off in order to allow the game to install its files and folders. Norton Antivirus Security is
one of the most popular antiviruses. This security tool is considered as the major issue behind much setup
crash. So if you have a Norton product then turns it off. It might detect game setup file as virus. Sometimes the
problem may not be in these things but the problem may lie in your DVD only. It might be corrupted or have
scratches. So try to clean it properly in order to make it run. If you are running the setup after downloading it,
like an iso file of the entire game, then you have to verify the file integrity. The download might have
corrupted. You have to re-download the file back again. After clearing all the starting up of the game issues
we will now move down to the other problems that are associated with the troubleshooting of the games.
Check out the following fixes: Check for the antivirus whether it is turned off or not and if it is on then turn it
off. The last thing you have to do is enable a single gpu core from your Graphic Card Control Panel which is
in the system tray. You have to enable a single core and then try back. This will add more stability in the
game. Revengeance Black Screen Problem: After solving these major problems now we come to the black out
of the screen problems. The various fixes for this problem or error are as follows: You can find that on the
official website of gpu. The issue can also be resolved by reducing the graphic settings of the game. You can
go in the game video settings and turn of Vysnc, anti-aliasing, filtering etc. Lower down the settings and then
try back. Also many a times security suite plays a role in black screen. By now your problem of the black out
may be solved out but if the problem still prevails then you need to re install everything by deleting the
previous installed files and folders of the game. If you are trying to play the game online or through Steam
then turn of Firewall. Because this can block the incoming and outgoing connection. This type of a problem is
based on the performance. If you game freezes or lags in between the game then it might a problem of low fps.
For this you need to update your hardware systematically in order to run the game properly. First thing you
need to do is close all the unwanted files that are running in the background and clear some RAM and make
some room for the game to run it properly. This will further enhance the game output offering you better game
play. In the same Graphic Card Control Panel you can find some more settings which will fix out the issue.
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You have to run of Triple buffering. This is an advance thing use by multiple gpu for better output. Also you
have to disable V-sync using the D3DOverrider software. After stopping this you will find a major change in
the graphic output. It will really boost the fps. If you carry out the following instructions given by me then I
am sure that you are going to have a good gaming experience. Most of the freezing and lagging appears in
online gaming. If you are using steam and if your internet connection is poor then I am sorry to say that this
problem will prevail in your online gaming. To avoid this problem you need to have a fast internet connection.
Revengeance No Sound or Sound Stuttering: This type of disturbance is of rare occurrence and hence if it
firstly occurs then you might check out your sound and audio settings. If still the problem prevails then you
might need to upgrade your motherboard drivers and the audio drivers to the latest update. Also you need to
have the latest version of the DirectX to cure this sound problem. One thing you have to do to fix the issue is
reducing Sound Acceleration. You can find the same in the audio settings of DXDiag. In the upcoming screen
go under the Sound Tab. You have to choose Reduce Sound Acceleration. But if the problem still remains the
same then go in the Hardware Sound section inside control Panel and in that click on Sound. Then click on
Communication and choose Do Nothing. Revengeance Unable to Save Game on Steam: This is a really
common problem for all the gamers. To solve this problem do the following: Then launch steam and in that
you will have to validate the game file. Login to the steam account for that. Then go in the library section and
in that choose Need for Speed Rivals. Right click on the game and then click on Properties. Once you are done
with the same you have to click on Local Files.
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Metal Gear Rising Revengeance has the following "chapters" (or missions) available in Easy (with parry-assist), Normal,
Hard, Very Hard, and Revengeance difficulty settings. Note that Revengeance.

Defeat Sundowner without taking any damage on Hard difficulty or above. He usually starts charging with his
shields up so just block it and mash the respective button to be able to cut up his shields. What I did to easily
do this fight was, using Infinity Wig B, active ripper mode after cutting up sections of his shield then going
immediately into blade mode. When you go from Ripper to Blade mode, time slows down much more than
from going from nothing to blade mode. The second section of the fight has Sundowner become more
aggressive in terms of attack patterns but most of his attacks are still blockable except for when is charging at
you and when his pincer blades are yellow as those attacks are unblockable. Defeat Samuel without taking any
damage on Hard difficulty or above. The third phase is tougher as Sam is faster and uses some unblockable
moves and moves that cause chip damage. Armstrong without taking any damage on Hard difficulty or above.
Phase 1 This phase is easy enough. Parry and dodge any attack, and attack him rather aggressively, you want
to end this phase as quickly as you can. His attacks are the same as Phase 1, but now you sustain heavy
damage if you parry him You have no weapon, after all. You cannot parry any of his attacks as you now take
damage. Do this for approximately 2 minutes. Your Life Gauge can never be emptied by Armstrong here, So
if you get dropped to 0. Restart before this happens. On Revengeance, he will kill you in 1 HIT. No matter
what health upgrades you have, if he lands a blow, You. If you have no Repair Nanopastes. I also believe that
deaths count against your No Damage run, so if you die, it may be better to restart the mission. The only
reason I say that, is because I got this trophy playing on Hard. If you have no Repair Nanopastes, then your
best bet is to try and parry his attacks and then restart the last Checkpoint if you feel yourself about to be hit.
The best way I found to avoid him is to stand on the FAR end of the Metal Gear, then dodge when he charges
you, running to the opposite end. On Hard, restart if you get hit. However, you can parry his attacks again, so
do so any chance you get. He telegraphs his attacks like crazy, so when you see him charging up one of his
ground pounds, get a few hits in and then Ninja Run the hell away. When you see him form cracks on the
ground, try to stand in an open space between them. When you see the fire wall heading towards you, Ninja
Run around it. If you end up trapped inside the firewall When you see him about to use his explosive aura
attack - run away. Same for the heavy ground stomp. When you see him glow yellow and charge you - dodge.
Be careful on Revengeance difficulty - the buttons change each time. When it comes to the projectiles he
throws at you that you have to slice, have your Infinite Wig B equipped to give you unlimited Fuel Cells. This
will give you time to line up your slashes better. Or you can run straight ahead to avoid them completely. This
means free damage for you! Activate Ripper Mode and go to town on him. I like to use a flurry of Light
attacks, then hit followed by to dish out some decent damage to him, rinse and repeat until he gets back up.
However, you CAN skip it entirely if you deal enough damage to him beforehand. If you go into Ripper Mode
before Blade mode, as mentioned earlier, time slows down even more than if you went into Blade mode from
nothing. Use this to your advantage after knocking Armstrong out of his regeneration mode. Just be very
careful, have patience, and try to have some Repair Nanopastes equipped, they will save you a lot of
frustration. Destroy a total of Cyborgs during story mode. You face these guys at nearly every battle. The
trophy will likely pop before the end of the game. Seriously - these guys are everywhere.
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Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance The Complete Official Guide [Piggyback] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Written in conjunction with Kojima Productions and Platinum Games in Japan, this is the
fifth Metal Gear guide developed by Piggyback.

Prev Collectibles Men in the box In the game, you can also unlock several tens of titles. You receive them for
performing certain actions, or beating the whole game in a certain way - apart from the satisfaction, or
frustration they do not provide you with any additional bonuses and do not alter the game in any way. Title
Condition to meet Battle Tested Complete the game at the Normal difficulty level, or higher, and let yourself
be spotted, at least, 50 times. Hard Worker Receive any grade in each of the battles in the game. Light Drizzle
Complete the game at the Normal difficulty level within 12 hours. Passing Rain Complete the game at the
Normal difficulty level, or higher, within 8 hours. Lighting Speed Complete the game at any difficulty level,
within 2 hours. Light Breeze Complete the game at the Easy difficulty level, without dying, within 5 hours.
Complete the game at the Easy difficulty level, without dying, within 5 hours. Gale Force Complete the game
at the Hard, without dying, within 4 hours. Cyclone Complete the game at the Very Hard, without dying,
within 3 hours. Divine Wind Complete the game at the Revengeance difficulty level, without dying, within 3
hours. Jack the Ripper Cut through the enemy, at least, times, in the Blade Mode. Lightning Bolt Receive the
general grade B, or higher, at all difficulty levels. Thunder God Receive the general grade S, at all difficulty
levels. Lightning Speed Complete the game at any difficulty level, within 2 hours. Massive Deterrent
Complete the game at the Normal difficulty level, or higher, without killing any cyborg, armored Cyborg or
the Berserker Cyborg. One Percent Obtain , BP during a single campaign session, at the Normal difficulty
level, or higher. Ninja Kill 50 enemies with Ninja Kill silent assassination. Precision Machine Cut off 30 parts
of the enemy bodies, without damaging the part that you have cut off, during one campaign session. Rain
Shower Complete the game within 10 hours, die 10 times, or more, and use 20 or more healing items, when
you do not need it. Sworn To Secrecy Complete the game at the Normal difficulty level, or higher, and be
spotted less than 35 times. Thunderstorm Complete the game at the Hard difficulty level, or higher, without
being killed once and without using any healing items.
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Find out the best tips and tricks for unlocking all the achievements for Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance in the most
comprehensive achievement guide on the internet.

Each sword has its own unique lighting effect when swung, and also its own unique sound. Look and listen for
it. If you perfect parry an enemy, the counter attack will kill them outright at least normal cyborgs. Here is a
video guide showing you how to do the Metal Gear Rising Revengeance unlockable weapons. Its metallic
structure strengthened by an alternating current, this blade resonates such that it weakens the particle bonds of
whatever it cuts. Its effectiveness is further boosted in Blade Mode, which consumes energy but enables
high-speed attacks. Customized by Doktor to absorb fuel-cell electrolytes from its victims. Available from the
start of the game. Has Stun Blade enhancement, increasing chance of stun with every hit. Has Armor Breaker
Enhancement, increasing chance of destroying enemy armor with every hit. Collect all Left Arms ID chips. A
blunt weapon crafted from Honduran mahogany, the wood best suited to high-frequency enhancement. Find
all Men-In-Boxes, the soldiers hiding in cardboard boxes. A notorious blade passed down through generations
of the Rodrigues family. Sam had it modified into a high-frequency blade, enhancing the already astonishing
properties of the original metal and giving it an ominous crimson glow. An explosive charge housed in the
scabbard enables a lightning-quick draw. Beat the game on any difficulty. A high-frequency knife modeled
after the machetes common to Central and South America. Although it has a slightly shorter reach than a
typical high-frequency blade, the HF Machete can be swung more quickly. Plus, it goes great with the
Mariachi Uniformâ€¦ Stats: Collect 10 data storage items. Gray Fox, after he was outfitted in a cyborg ninja
chassis by Dr. It improves the odds that every strike could penetrate enemy armor. Pre-order only DLC in
America. Free with every copy of the game at launch in Europe. The three unique boss weapons you can
unlock and upgrade in the game are called: Kill bosses, get their weapons. Thanks to XCV for the weapon
guides.
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This is an unofficial guide to Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance written by AbsoluteSteve and B K Stunt. This version
which includes video footage is exclusive to calendrierdelascience.com This guide covers a complete walkthrough of the
missions in the game plus all collectibles.

Status - Closed Complete File R This is gotten by completing the introduction level. This is either the second
or third longest chapter. Things to note are two boss battles actually A relatively long chapter, but this sewer
level yeah, I know introduces some really tough enemies. There is a big tank to defeat in the end. There is a
boss at the end as usual. This chapter is fairly sized, but it has pretty much the same kind of enemies. This is
by far the longest chapter in the game. There is a huge elevator segment in the level. A big movie studio is
also crammed in there, and it ends of with yet another boss battle. An extremely short chapter that kinda
results in a lame way. There is a trophy for beating it in 7 minutes, be aware of that. This is another short
chapter. This is just one boss against your arch nemesis throughout the whole game. This is a pretty short one.
Fight your way through the hangars to reach the final boss and defeat him to beat the game. This is the hard
one. The rest of the BP goes to whatever you feel like. You will most of the time use Wig B, because when
you can use Ripper Mode forever. This may sound crazy, but the easiest way is definitely going for the No
Damage bonus. Hold on another warning incoming: Since some fights only appear when facing the enemy
head on, you should never do stealth kills. It might screw you over. There is one exception to this in Chapter
R, where you have to take out the panels. Take out two of the panels without being seen to start the ranked
fight. See the trophies for beating the bosses while taking no damage to see how you defeat those, and check
the "S-rank Fights on Revengeance Difficulty" section on stats and locations of the optional battles. Here is
some battle tips for some of the different kinds of battles: The first battle is pretty easy. Just Ninja Run back
and forth, avoid the lasers, and if he headbuts parry it for extra damage. Make sure you destroy the turret on
each leg. The second battle is harder. After that get a few punches in when you can, but be careful. The charge
to the laser attack is the best place to rack up damage. As soon as the battle start move forward and perfect
parry the attack the GRAD boss does, to take out a massive chunk of his health. They have some of the same
attacks so look at the respective boss battle trophy to check how to fight them. R Ranked Fight 11 This battle
has you moving slowly. You need to take out all 5 enemies without to much hassle. Sneak behind them and
slash to the best of your ability. Have the Homing Missiles take out the missile launcher guys, and then use the
stationary machine guns to take out the others. The GRAD is annoying. Get through the first attack, without
getting harmed, and when the foot comes, go to Ninja Blade and hack away. Do the same the head in part two
for a much easier time. Remember to Zandatsu the Mule Gekkos, with the big laser part. Now, to parry it is a
bit weird. You need to point the analog stick against the Metal Gear itself and not the tail. The Metal Gear
always does this attack twice in a row. First counterclockwise then clockwise, so you get two chances to do it.
Destroy all the Gun Cameras in File R There is a lot of Gun Cameras at the facility in R, but none before that.
You can simply destroy them by slashing them. They are all in the open and easy to find. You can take out the
enemies first, or do it stealthy. In chapter R there is this section where you steer a Dwarf Guy. There are five
guys in the area. Go behind them and press to take them out. Take out all enemies for this trophy. If you get
suspicious go back to entrance to lower suspicion. This is in the part of chapter three where you chop down the
wires to an elevator and travels down. After that you will find yourself in a darkened area with a lot of
patrolling Mastiffs. You can not press the button. You can see down in the railroad. You may want to turn up
the brightness on your TV or in game. You may want to go through it once with AR to memorize it, and then
do it without. Menace to Society Cut off the finial at the top of the pagoda in File R There is this section in
chapter R, where you are in a Japanese Garden. There is a big pagoda as soon as you enter. Defeat the enemies
and go on the boxes to right, then follow the path to get to the lowest roof. There are some Japanese laterns.
Use those to jump up to the next roof, and then the next roof, and so on until you get to the top. Great Escape
Complete File R in less than 7 minutes. On easy difficulty this can be done in under 5 minutes I did it in 3
minutes and 23 seconds. I still recommend equipping Wig B, to have Ripper Mode activated always. Last
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thing to note is that the last battle can be skipped entirely by just destroying the fence and move on. Arrive at
the objective in File R without being spotted. The AI seems to be a bit dumber on easy. There are 4 segments
before this boss battle. For the first one outside of the gate , just walk in a big circle around them, you may
have to throw a smoke grenade. The next section outside of the hangar take out the hammer guy first and then
the guy to the right of the hangar. Then take the small entrance to the right of the hangar watch out for the Gun
Camera. Get to the other end of the walkway, and you should be able to silently sneak out, without the
Hammer Bros. The last segment outside of the hangar Prodigal Murderer Defeat Mistral without taking any
damage on Hard difficulty or above. I would actually say that this boss is easier to beat without taking health
on Revengeance mode than either hard or very hard, so I suggest doing this on your Revengeance run. She has
some simple attacks where she just runs up to you and tries to whip you. These are easily parried. She spins
around like a wheel. You need to parry this multiple times, but with not that great accuracy is needed. She
basically stabs with the pole, this can parried, and quite easily too. She stands on a tower and throws Dwarf
Gekkos at you. You can Blade Mode slash or Ninja Run to avoid it. Introduced in round 2 and 3. There 3 ways
she does this, either she slashes you, she jumps and slashes you, or she make this huge slash. A good sword
and Wig B Round 1: This is a pretty easy boss, with the right equipment. One hit from Ripper mode and her
staff is ruined. The best method, however, is to while keeping an eye on the Dwarf Gekkos, try to perfect parry
one of her attacks. This will cause her health to significantly decrease, and she will already do the quicktime
event that causes the round. Her pole attacks and Wheel Formation seems to be easy-to-parry attacks.
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Chapter 7 : Titles | Collectibles - Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance Game Guide & Walkthrough | calendrier
Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance is an off-shoot game from the Metal Gear series; instead of featuring one of the Snake
characters, it focuses on Raiden after the events of Metal Gear Solid 4. With the change of character comes a change of
gameplay and it requires patience and mastery to pull off.

These are basically the left arms of the commanding officers of the enemy. To obtain then, you need to enter
Blade Mode while in combat with them and carefully slice off the offending limb. Simply killing them will
not give you the collectible, so you must be vigilant. You can identify the officers using Augmented Vision.
For more help on Metal Gear Rising: Without further ado, here are the places you can find these officers: Left
Arm 1 Location. After the first helicopter attack you enter an area where you find an EMP grenade in a box to
the left. Backtrack to this spot after you get to the door at the end of this area to find the guy. Left Arm 2
Location. You will find another officer in the next area. Use Augmented vision to identify him and slice him
up. Left Arm 3 Location. In this same area you will find another one in the far back by the door. Left Arm 4
Location. There is an officer in the main factory room. However, you need to trigger the alarm to make him
show himself. As the enemies attack you make sure to use Augmented vision to find him or you might kill
him and not get the arm by accident. Left Arm 5 Location. Shortly after you come across the brains you will
join battle in the last room. One of these enemies is an officer. Left Arm 6 Location. One of the incapacitated
soldiers is an officer. Left Arm 7 Location. When you are exiting the area with the GARD there will be an
officer around the corner to the left. Left Arm 8 Location. When you are first attacked by the police, activate
Augmented Vision, because one of them is an officer. Left Arm 9 Location. After the first street battles when
you get to the wide open are there will be another officer to the left. Left Arm 10 Location. After a Mule mech
fight in an office you will come to a hall. When you go right one of the enemies you encounter will be an
officer. Left Arm 11 Location. Head outside to the roofs, among the first group you come across there will be
an officer. Left Arm 12 Location. One of the enemies there is an officer. Left Arm 13 Location. After the
underground railway section when you return to the surface the first battle will include an officer. Left Arm 14
Location. In the next battle the enemy standing at the top of the stairs is an officer. Left Arm 15 Location. In
the very next battle after that the enemy standing on the left platform will be an officer. Left Arm 16 Location.
Pretty easy to find, there is an officer in the first fight of this round. Left Arm 17 Location. You will come
across this officer in the retaliation attack after you try to use the elevators. Left Arm 18 Location. If you
manage to take out the first 2 electrical panels without being spotted an officer will spawn. Left Arm 19
Location. There is an officer to the left of the security station you come across after using the elevators. Left
Arm 20 Location. You can get this arm from the medium cyborg at the pagoda in the first battle. Remember to
use Augmented Vision. Left Arm 21 Location. Left Arm 22 Location. Left Arm 23 Location. This one is a bit
of a fight. Left Arm 24 Location. Left Arm 25 Location. In the fountain area, the main heavy enemy in this
battle is an officer. Left Arm 26 Location. There is also a citizen here so be careful not to get him killed.
Revengeance â€” R06 There are no officers in this round. Revengeance â€” R07 Left Arm 27 Location. You
will find an officer right at the entrance gate. Left Arm 28 Location. After the entrance gate, there will be
another officer in the main area. Left Arm 29 Location. There is a Heavy officer inside the hanger waiting for
you. Left Arm 30 Location. The last Officer is located outside and to the left of hanger. Hide Related Articles
Related Articles.
Chapter 8 : â€˜Metal Gear Rising: Revengeanceâ€™ Unplayable on Mac Due to DRM Limits â€“ Variety
The Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance The Complete Official Guide Collector's Edition reads like a game design
document. I advise all aspiring game designers to purchase a copy. It doesn't contain all the systems and features'
technical information or art specifications written in a game design document.

Chapter 9 : Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance, Guide Videos for PC, PlayStation 3, Xbox
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Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance originally was named Metal Gear Solid: Rising and was a stealth-action game that
emphasized hunting enemies. When the game switched developers from Kojima Productions to PlatinumGames, the
stealth aspect was toned down in favor of more straightforward combat (hence the title change), though some stealth
remains as.
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